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Retail
revolutionary
Mel Smith, CEO of Ocado Retail, reflects
on an extraordinary year which saw
Ocado.com become the UK�s fastestgrowing supermarket and Smith receive
a CBE from the Queen
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Ocado Retail, in Smith’s view, has an
unbeatable consumer proposition. “We
have the widest range of products at more
than 58,000 – double the size of our
competitors, set at great prices,” she says.
“We have the freshest food, because
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span, and enabling the company to donate
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The key to Ocado’s success is the cuttingedge technology and automation, created
by Ocado Group, that it uses throughout
its supply chain, she says. Technology that
has transformed the online grocery space
both in the UK, and with Ocado Group
partners overseas.
“We have the widest range in the market
due to our automated customer fulfilment
centres (CFCs), which can hold much more
stock in a much smaller space that
traditional retailers,” Smith explains.
Orders are ‘picked’ by robots that whizz
around CFCs at four metres per second,
then delivered down chutes to human
packers. The entire process is carried out

Meanwhile, its driver-routing technology
calculates the optimum number of
deliveries per trip, and the order in which
they should be completed – meaning
efficient and effective transportation.
“Our fastest-ever Zoom delivery was only
eight minutes,” Smith says. “It actually
frightened the customer that we’d
managed to deliver it that fast!”
Committed to its pledge to be the UK’s
most sustainable grocery retailer, Ocado
Retail will be operating over 72 electric
vehicles and running on 100 per cent
renewable electricity across its entire
customer fulfilment centre network by
the end of this year, Smith reveals.

at a speed of about 170 units per hour,

“We are proud to provide entry to the
market for brilliant small suppliers, which
provides customers with interesting
products they might not be able to get
elsewhere,” says Smith, adding that this is
particularly helpful when, like her, you
have a foodie French husband.
2021, she believes, will be a “big year” for
Ocado. This can only mean another
eventful term at the helm for the
indefatigable Smith, who thrives on the
fast pace and capricious nature of the
online retail sector. “I love everything
about my job,” she says. “You never know
what the day is going to bring. Online
retail is pure adrenaline.”
It’s certainly a far cry from her formative
days at the local corner shop. Does she
have any advice for other budding 11-yearold retail leaders? “You are responsible for
your own destiny,” says Smith. “Don’t wait

meaning one picker can select an order in

“Our award-winning customer proposition

for anyone else to map out your path for

about 15 minutes.

and first-to-market technology is an

you – go after whatever it is you want.” For

incredible combination, which means we’ll
Ocado’s technology not only benefits its

be able to serve even more customers and

customers, but also makes its model the
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beyond,” she says, with palpable pride.
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Indeed, Ocado is expanding its capacity by

chain, Smith adds. Its automated robot

40 per cent this year by opening three new

‘picking’ system currently allows Ocado to

customer fulfilment centres in Bristol,

fulfil online orders four times faster, and

Purfleet and Andover in a bid to meet

at a lower cost per pick, than a human in

growing demand. Meanwhile, the online

store.

Smith, at least, the sky’s the limit.
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